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Abstract— Power transformers has an important role in electrical 

power transmission and its interruption has financial losses, thus 

its condition monitoring is essential and performance of this 

equipment is effective for power system reliability. Vibration 

Frequency Response Analysis (VFRA) method is one of effective 

methods to monitor the condition of transformer windings and 

core. This paper propose a method for internal winding faults 

detection in power transformer base on vibration signal analysis 

since these type of fault if not quickly detected, they usually 

develop into more serious faults which result in irreversible 

damage to the transformer and the electrical network, 

unexpected outages and the consequential costs. With occurring 

an incipient internal fault in transformer current in shorted coils 

increase and flux leakage distribution changes in faulty 

transformer, after that axial and radial forces enter to the 

windings, these forces increase vibration in transformer winding 

depends on fault severity and location. In this paper Vibration 

signal is used for internal fault detections. ADXL330 sensor is 
used for vibration signal measurement in experiment.  

Keywords-com Power Transformer; Internal fault; Vibration 

Frequency Response Analysis   

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Power transformers have an important role in electrical 

network and safe operation of power network relies on the 

reliability of power transformers. However, they do suffer 

from internal winding faults principally due to insulation 

failure; these faults must be quickly and accurately detected 

and the appropriate action taken to isolate the faulty 

transformer from the rest of the power system [1]. If not 

quickly detected, these faults can propagate and lead to 

catastrophic phase to ground or phase to phase faults resulting 

in a complete transformer breakdowns which in turn generate 

substantial costs for repair or replacement and financial loss 

due to the power outage. When an internal fault happens in 

transformer winding fuses cannot detect these kinds of faults. 

To internal fault detection in transformer various methods are 

used. Dissolved Gas Analysis (DGA) was one of the first most 

effective diagnostic tests. Lots of significant data and expertise 

have been accumulated over the past 25 years and 

considerable standardization in methods of analysis and 

interpretations has been achieved. Gases dissolved in oil are 

analysed by gas Chromatography. The technique helps in 

detecting incipient faults developing in transformers [2,3]. But 

using this method is expensive and also for online fault 

detection is very complicated. Thermal analysis of the power 

transformers can provide useful information about its 

condition and can be used to detect the inception of any fault. 

But temperature measurement is difficult and in some cases 

such as transformer over load condition could be confused 

with internal fault.   

Most serious failures of large power transformers are due to 

the insulation breakdown. The Partial Discharge (PD) which 

damages insulation due to the gradual erosion is the major 

source of the insulation failure. Techniques for locating a PD 

source are of the major importance in both the maintenance 

and repair of a transformer [4]. Although because of 

complicated structure of transformers, detecting the exact 

location of PD is very difficult. Frequency Response Analysis 

(FRA) is method that widely used in internal fault detection 

[5,6].  

 However (FRA) has proved to be an effective off-line tool 

to detect fault in transformer and this method differs from 

transformer to other ones. 

In [7] transformer leakage  flux changing is measured by 

using search coil and using online fault detection, although 

this method is an effective tool for online fault detection, but 

the cost of this method is expensive. 

 The usage of the vibration signals in transformer fault 

diagnosis is a relatively new technique compared to other 

techniques of transformer condition assessment methods. The 

transformer vibration consists of core vibrations, winding 
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vibrations, and on load tap changer vibrations [8]. In [8,9], 

transformer tank vibration analysis is used for detecting 

winding deformations. In [10], axial vibration analysis of 

power transformer active part is done under short-circuit.  

Transformer condition Monitoring using Vibration Analysis is 

proposed in [11]. 

In this paper we propose internal winding fault detection by 

using winding vibration frequency response analysis (VFRA) 

in power transformer. 

II. VFRA PRINCIPLE AND FORMULATION 

A. VFRA principle 

The main sources of transformer vibration are forces 
appearing in the winding and the core. Winding vibrations are 
due to electromagnetic forces caused by the interaction of the 
current in a winding with leakage flux. These forces are 
proportional to the current squared and they have components 
in axial and radial directions. Axial forces tend to compress the 
winding vertically and radial forces deformation winding 
horizontally. Since vibration depends on current squared and 
taking into account that current is practically sinusoidal (50Hz 
in this study), the winding vibration main harmonic component 
is 100 Hz.  

Core vibration is caused by magnetostriction and magnetic 
forces. Magnetic materials suffer minute changes in their 
dimensions of a few parts per million, when they are submitted 
to a magnetic field (magnetostriction).  

Fundamental magnetostriction forces frequency is 100 Hz 
,with harmonics being an even multiple of 50 Hz. Higher 
frequency harmonics are due to the nonlinear character of this 
phenomenon. Magnetostriction causes vibrations only in the 
core plane in an iron homogeneous mass [12], but the core is 
made of laminations and the joints between legs and yokes are 
overlapped. Under these conditions, flux density distribution is 
irregular because of small variations of the gap between legs 
and yokes laminations and by the interlaminar flux in the 
joints. This irregularity causes other magnetostriction forces to 
act in a plane perpendicular to the core [13]. Moreover, 
laminations have microscopic irregularities and friction among 
sheets excites other core vibration modes in a direction 
perpendicular to that of the lamination plane. 

Other kinds of forces appearing tend to minimize the air-
gap length between legs and yokes and, thus, the energy in the 
magnetic circuit. The forces are sinusoidal of 100-Hz 
frequency. 

B. Formulation 

For vibration analysis transformer is modelled with a mass-
spring system materials According to motion equations of 
mass, axial vibration model of the windings is shown in 
Figure1.Motion equations of mass elements are: 

              (1) 
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Figure 1.  Axial vibration model of transformer windings 

where mn is mass of element n, kn elastic coefficient of spacer 

block between disk n and disk n+1, kB and kH elastic 
coefficient of spacer block at winding ends, zn is displacement 

of element n, cn is friction coefficient, 
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dt  is inertial 

force of element n, 

n
n

dz
c

dt is friction force of element n, 

1( )n n nk z z 
elastic force, Fn electromagnetic force applied to 

element n, mng weight of element n, the advantage is that the 
solution is structured in a way which creates opportunities for 

major economies in computational requirements.equation1  

can be written in matrix form: 
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               (3) 

For radial vibration modelling in equation (1) it’s just 
necessary to eliminate g and put radial forces instead of axial 
forces. 

III. TRANSFORMER ANALYSIS UNDER INTERNAL FAULT 

The key point to understand the low frequency deviation 
caused by shorted turns can be found in explanation of 
Faraday’s law in the shorted turns. Faraday’s law states that the 
electromotive force (emf), induced in a turn equals the rate of 
variation of the electromagnetic flux inside it. As a well know 
conclusion from this law, at a fixed frequency, the amount of 
flux entering the turn is fixed by the emf at its terminals. From 
this assumption, when a short circuit occurs at a given turn, the 
voltage is forced to drop in it and consequently circulating 
current flows in the short circuited In order to see these 
relationships most clearly, a finite element model of the tested 
transformer was developed. Flux line and electromagnetic flux 
density inside the studied transformer generated by FEM model 
of the transformer under normal operating condition and after a 
short circuit fault arise along one of the transformer LV 
winding’s disks on phase ‘‘A’’, with a fault resistance equal to 
1mΩ, are given in Figure2 and figure3 respectively. It can be 
clearly seen from Figure3, how the distribution of the magnetic 
flux is fundamentally altered after the fault occurrence on the 
winding. There is a strong leakage flux, despite the normal 
leakage flux, that surrounds the damaged turns through air 
paths and reduced flux lines inside the shorted turns on the core 
limb due to the fault occurrence. 

From figure 2 and 3 it can be conclude when an internal 
fault occurs in transformer winding’s the current and leakage 
flux increase in faulty winding and electromagnetic forces in 
axial and radial increase in winding base on equation(4). 

 

Figure 2.  Flux density and flux line for healthy condition 

 

( )y x x yF I i B jB i F jF    
               (4) 

  Axial and radial forces for an internal fault in LV winding 

are shown in figure 4, 5. In consideration with done works 

when an internal short circuit occurs in a location, a high axial 

force compresses the fault location. 

 

Figure 3.  Flux density and flux line for faulty condition 

  For example when fault occurs in the top of winding, the 
upper coils of winding (that are shorted) are compressed. 
Radial forces compress winding around of fault location. 

Increasing electromagnetic forces in transformer windings 
increase vibration of windings base on equation (2) therefore 
vibration analysis can be used for internal fault detection in 
transformer and it seems that this method can be a good 
method for fault detection. 
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Figure 4.  Radial force in LV winding 

 

Figure 5.  Axial force in LV winding 

IV. VIBREATION EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

   For vibration experiment analysis a 50KVA 20/0.4KV core 
type transformer is used. First transformer is disassembled and 

internal faults are created in windings. To test the different 

faults, windings come out from different locations of coils. 

Figure 6 shows the transformer LV winding. To quantify the 

exact number of the turns involved by the fault, after the 

connections were completed, the winding was energized by a 

low-voltage power supply and the open circuit voltage between 

the tap conductors was recorded. The measured voltage 

between the taps divided by the voltage applied to the winding, 

realized the exact number of turns. For modeling various faults 

severity various amounts of resistant are used in laboratory test. 
The results from tests were recorded through a 4-channel data 

acquisition system, with a sampling time 4*10-5.  For force 

measurement ADXL330 sensor is used. This sensor measures 

vibration in 3 axes(X, Y, Z). Sensor output is analogy voltage 

that is proportional axis vibration.  Figures (7-9) show the 

transformer, data recorders and sensor that mounted on HV 

winding in A phase. 

 

Figure 6.  Transformer LV winding with internal fault 

 

Figure 7.  Transformer output to create various fault 

 

Figure 8.  Data recorder systems 
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Figure 9.  ADXL sensor location 

Before conducting the experiments, a full-load test was 
performed on the transformer with the taps open to verify that 

the modifications had not changed the transformers’normal 
operating characteristics.  

In each experimental case, the transformer was allowed 
stabilising over about some minutes before the fault was 
initiated to take the measurements corresponding with the 
failure-free operation, so-called normal state of the 
transformer. 

After each test, the condition of the transformer was 
assessed by visual inspection and also performing a full load 
test to ensure that the staged fault had not damaged the 
transformer or in any other way changed its characteristics. 

Figure 10 shows Y axis sensor output for healthy condition 
and for a 3%fault in top of LV winding. It can be seen that the 
vibration increases in Y axis direction. When an internal fault 
is caused in transformer winding the current and leakage flux 
increase and electromagnetic force increases too. When 
electromagnetic forces increase in axial and radial direction 
the vibration of windings increases base on equation (2). The 
amount of vibration increases depending on fault severity and 
sensor location. If fault severity increases vibration amount 
increases too. For the same fault severity if fault occurs near 
sensor location, vibration is larger than when fault occurs 
farther of sensor but from various tests which are done it is 
concluded that for different faults location in each phase 
vibration signal increases, the reason of this change because 
the HV and LV windings are tightly connected to each other 
and in transformers are wrapped with insulation ribbons 
around the LV and HV windings that compresses winding 
tightly. Therefore for transformer fault detection by this 
method in each phase 1 sensor must be used .For proof these 
claims a lot of tests are done and 4 cases of these faults are 
brought in this paper. These faults are shown in table1. 

Y axis frequency analysis for 4 cases tests are shown in 
figure11. It can be seen that DC amount of vibration is 
increased in fault condition and for case 4 vibration is larger 
than case 3 in the same fault, reason of this difference is that 
sensor is mounted a little toward the top of upper part of 
winding. Case 2 is a fault in mid of the winding and its DC 
amount is larger than healthy case. Figure11 shows that in  

 

TABLE I.  TEST PROPERTIES 
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Figure 10.  .Sensor Y axis output for healthy and faulty condition 

100Hz frequency with increasing fault severity the winding 

vibration is increasing  base on equation(2). 
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Figure 11.  Figure .11.Y axis FFT for various cases (Y-axis scale for (50-

200Hz) is multiplied in 10
2
) 

Figure12 shows the X axis vibration frequency spectrum. 
By attention DC amount of 4 cases study, it can be seen than 
the amount of X axis vibration are smaller than Y axis 
vibration this difference can be descripted by figure3 .This 
figure shows that in faulty case radial fluxes are further than 
axial fluxes so in constant fault current the amount of axial 
forces are larger than radial forces. In figure 4,5 also this 
increases obviously. But figure 4,5 are forces for LV winding 
and total forces are sum of HV and LV winding forces in radial 
and axial directions. From these results it can be concluded that 
vibration frequency analysis can be used as an effective 
method for internal fault detection. In consideration with the 
vibration frequencies it can be illustrated also for various faults 
severity and fault location vibration frequencies spectrum is 
changing and these can be used for internal fault location and 
severity detection by artificial intelligence methods. This 
method also can be used online easily rather than other kinds of 

number Fault severity Fault location Phase 

Case 1 Healthy -------- -------- 

Case2 3%LV winding Mid of winding A Phase 

Case3 2%LV winding Down of winding A Phase 

Case4 3%LV winding Top of winding A Phase 
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costume method. Vibration analysis method which is 
descripted in this paper is a good method for transformer online 
monitoring. 
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Figure 12.  .X axis FFT for various cases (Y-axis scale for (50-200Hz) is 

multiplied in 10
2
) 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper transformer vibration analysis is done for 
internal windings fault detection. It conclude that with 
occurring an internal fault in transformer windings current 
increases in shorted coil and leakage flux in fault location 
changes  and electromagnetic forces increases and these forces 
produce vibration in transformer windings .All in all, also with 
increasing fault severity the vibration  increases . 

This method can be used as a power tool for internal fault 
detection in power transformer. The sensor that is used for 
vibration measurement is very cheap and so this method is  
very cheap in comparison to other methods for fault detection. 
This method also can be used online for internal fault 
detection easily. 
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